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I.  Match the adjectives on the left with their synonyms on the right. 

balanced 

bullying 

considerate 

kind 

self-centered 

harsh 

insolent 

loving 

nagging 

naughty 

impersonal 

indulging 

obedient 

polite 

rude 

rough 

understanding 

sensible 

stubborn 

timid 

sociable 

unjust 

 

affectionate 

even-tempered 

good-natured 

gregarious 

courteous 

thoughtful 

submissive 

selfish 

obstinate 

shy 

mischievous  

cheeky 

bad-mannered 

aggressive 

sensitive 

reasonable 

pampering 

unfair 

pestering 

unfriendly 

cruel 

unkind 

 

II .Complete the sentences using the correct alternatives. 

1.I always watch the __________ after the news. 

a)whether     b)weather     c)wether     d)wheather 

2.There will be __________ TV coverage of tonight's big match. 

a)living     b)alive     c)life     d)live 

3.She cried her heart out, all because of an __________ trouble-making child who was ripping her apart.  

a)ruly     b)ruleless     c)lawless     d)unruly 

4.She felt lonely and __________ .  

a)depressing     b)depressed     c)depression     d)suppressive 

5.Have you seen the new Levi jeans __________ on TV? 

a)circular     b)commercial     c)brand     d)promotion 

III. Use the essential vocabulary from Units Five and Six instead of the words in bold type. 

1. It was unfair of him to make me bear the responsibility. 

2. The people gave all their attention to building a dam in the brook.  

3. She did not know what awaited her in the future. 

4. His responses were intentionally vague so as to avoid answering directly. 

5. She became too excited and did not notice an error. 

….. 

 



IV. Complete the sentences with the verb ‘to bring’ with the correct prepositions and postpositions from the 

list on the right. 

 

1. The jury brought _____ a verdict of not guilty. 

2. He was brought _____ by his grandparents. 

3. The trip brought _____ a lot of happy memories. 

4. The storm brought the old oak tree crashing _____. 

5. A huge amount of environmental damage has been brought _____ by the destruction of 

the rainforests. 

6. You're welcome to bring _____ a friend. 

7. ….. 

 

 

about     

along     

around     

back     

down    

in    

on     

out     

together     

up 

 

 

 

V. Write a paragraph of 10-12 lines to comment on one of the following statements: 

“When children are doing nothing they are doing mischief.” (Henry Fielding) 

Mass media play a large and influential part in our life. 
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